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SUMMARY

Pedigree information has been analyzed in the eight major French dairy cattle breeds
(Holsteb Normande, Montb€liarde, Brown Swiss, Abondance, Tarentaise, Simmental, and
Pie Rouge des Plaines) to estimate their genetic variability. Pedigree files included from
48J20 animals in Tarentaise to 11,180,35 animals in Holstein Pedigree information was
very limited before 1965, and reached 80-92% known parenb for recent animals, according
to the breed. The effective size (\) of the population was estimated from inbreeding
change in the last generation. It was found to be very small in Holstein (46), Normande
(47), Tarentaise (27) and Brown Swiss (56). Estimates were larger in the other breeds (106
to 2500) but probably meaningless because of either very incomplete pedigree or recent
foreign gene infusion. The effective number of ancestors (N"), derived from probabilities
of gene origin, was found to be a more robust alternative approadr. \ was found to be
very small in all breeds, from 17 to 64, and particularly in Holstein (43). As a conclusior!
dairy breeds are genetically very small populations, because of the large impact of artincial
insemination and short-term oriented selection procedures.

Introduction

Selection generally provides some genetic
gain at the expense of the long tern genetic
variability. However, this problem is
potentially more acute in dairy cattle, because
of several reasons : (1) populations indude a
large nunber of reproductive cows and give
the impression that their effective size should
be high; (2) as the generation interval is long,
the short-term genetic gain is expressed only
after 8-10 years, and the long-term is too far
to be efficiently integrated in the selection
policy ; (3) artificial insemination is mudr
more efficient in dairy cattle than in any other
species, making it possible to concentrate the
selection effort on very few key animals ; (4)
as selection in da$ cattle is very competitive

across breeds. breeding organizations, and
countries, breeders put emphasis on short-
teffi results conditioning their sunrival ; (5) in
the last 30 years, selection objective has
remained quite simple and stable across
herds, breeds, and evm countries,

Genetic variability and its evolution over
time may be estimated from pedigree
information. The trend in inbreeding is the
nethod the most frequently used to quantify
the rate of gmehc drift. This method relies on
the relationship between the increase in
inbreeding and decrease in heterozygozity for
a given locus in a closed, urselected, and
parunictic population of finite size. However,
in cattle populations, the efficimcy of this
approach may be limited because of several
reasons. First of all, the relationship betwem
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the rate of inbreeding and the decrease in
hetetozygozity is only asymptotic. The cattle
populations are managed with overlapping
generations, and the breeding strategies have
been strongly modified over the last 25 years.
Therefore, it is very unlikely that these
populations are currently under asym.ptotic
conditions. Secondly, Ior a given gmerition,
the value of the average coefficimt of
inbreeding may t€Ilect not only the crrrulated
effects of genetic drift but also the effect of
the mating system, which is rarely panmictic.
Thirdly, the computation of the individual
coefficient of inbreeding is very sensitive totf5 quality of the avaitrable pedigree
information. In most practical situations, sorre
infomntion is missing, even for the most
recent generations of ancestom, leading to
large biases when estimating the rate of
inbreeding.

An altemative approach is to analyze the
probabilities of gene origin flames, 192.). In
this method, the genetic contributions of the
founders, i.e. the ancestors with unl<nown
parents, to the current population are
measured. Although the definition of a
founder is also very dependent on the
pedigree infomration, this method assesses
how an ori$nal tene pool has been
maintained across genentions. As proposed
by lacy (1989), these founder contributions
could be combined to derive the 'founder
equivalents', i.e. the number of equallv
contributing founders that would be expectei
to produce the same level of gmetic diversity
as in the population under study. Boichard et
al. (1995, 196) adapted lacy's approach to
account for the bottlenecls in the pedigree
and to derive an effective number of
ancestors. MacCluer et al. (1986) and lacy
(1989) also proposed to estimate the 'founder
genome equivalent', i.e. the number of equally
contributing founders with no random loss of
founder alleles in the offsprings, that would
be expected to produce the same genetic
diversity as in the pop ,lation under study.

The purpose of this paper is to estimate the
genetic variability of the French dairy cattle
breeds, on the basis of theL pedigree
infonnation, using both inbreeding and
probabilities of gene origin approaches.

Material and Methods

Populations

Eight populations were analyzed, ie. the
eight main dairy breeds raised in France:
Holstein, Nonnande, Montbdliarde, Brown
Swiss, Abondance, Tarentaise, Simmental, and
Pie Rouge des Phines (PRP). Each data set
included every fumale with a recorded
lactation beginning between September 1975
and January 195, and all their known
ancestors. Data are described in table 1.

Pedigree information is described in table
2 and in figure l. It was very limited for
animals bom before 1966, i.e. before the
implementation of the present identification
system, and reached 80-95% for females bom
in 1988-1991, according to the breed. The best
criterion to characterize the pedigree
information is probably the number of
complete teneration€quivalent, defined as
the sum of the proportion of lnown ancestors
over all generations traced. It varied from 3.8
to 5, except in Pie Rouge des Plaines and in
Simmental. For these two breeds, which
extensively use foreign genes, pedigree
information was not automahcally retrieved
into the French data files.

Methoils

Inbreeding was computed according to
VanRadm (192). This method is less efficient
than that of Meuwissen & Luo (192), but it is
nore flexible and makes it possible to
consider some non zero relatioruhip between
unlmown ancestoF and thery to some extent,
to account for missing pedigree. Inbreeding
coelficienb were computed twice. ln the first
rur; unknown ancestors were assumed to be
unrelated, whereas in the second run, thev
were assumed to be related as in Wiggans et
al. (195). The effective size (N) was derived
from the trend in inbreeding (AF) during the
last generation.

AF/(1-D=1/(2N")

Three other parameters were derived from
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probabilitieo of gene origin. the first one (fr)
is the effective nurnber of founderc
(Rodunbeau et al., 1989) or the 'founder
equivalent' (l-acy, f989), i.e. the number of
equally contributing founders that would be
expected to produce the same genetic
diversity as in the population under study.
This criterion is computed from the
contributions qr of all / founders of the
population under study.

The more balanced the contributions of the
founders, the higher the effective number of
founders. The population considered here
included all females bom from 1988 to 1991.

An important Iimitation of the previous
approach is that it ignores the bottlenecks in
the pedigree. This overestimation is
particularly strong in very intersive selection
prograrnmes, when the gerrrplasm of a
limited number of breeding animals is widely
spread, as in dairy cattle. Boidrard et al (1995,
1996) proposed a method to identify the
rrajor ancestors (potentially not founders) and
to deterrdne their marginal contributions to
the gene pool of the reference population.
Fornula [1] could be applied to these
marginal contributions (p1) to deternrine the
effective nurnber of ancestors (/o).
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However, this approadr still underestimate
the probability of gene loss by drift from the
ancestors to the population under study. As a
result, the effective nunber of ancestors may
be overestimated. A third method is to
analyze the probability that a given gene
present in the founders, i.e. a "founder gene",
is still present in the population under study.
However, in a complex pedigree, an analytical
derivation nuy be not feasible. MacCluer et
d. (1986) proposed to use Monte Carlo
simulation to estimate the probability of a
founder tene remainint present in the
population under study. At a given locus, 2/

founder genes ar€ generated. Then the
segregation is simulated throughout the
complete pedigree and the Senot)?e of each
progeny is generated by randomly sampling
one allele from each paren[ Gene frequencies

fi are deternrined by gme counting in the
population under study. The effective number
of founder genes Nd in the population under
study is obtained as an effective number of
alleles (Crow and Kimura, 1970):

As a founder caries two genes, the
effective number of founderc genomes
(called 'founder genome equivalent' by l-acy,
1989) still present in the population under
siu9y (rys) is simply half the effective number
ot totrncler genes.
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Results and discussion

lnbreeding hends and corresponding
effective size are pres€nted in Table 3. In the
last generation, the increase in inbreeding
varied from 0.40 to 1.83%, according to the
breed, except in PRP and Simmmtal, two
breeds with a limited pedigree knowledge.
Inbreeding tsend was highest in the
Tarentaise breed, which is the snrallest
population. It was dose to 1% per generation
in Holstein, Notrrande. and Brown Swiss
breeds, indicating an efftctive size close to 50.
The lower trend observed in Abondance and
Montbdliarde could be attributed to the recent
and limited infusion of Red Holstein genes.
More generally, crossbreeding and incomplete
pedigree are two important hctors
responsible for a strong underestimation of
inbreeding, limiting the meaning of the
concept of effective size in such a population
@oiclnrd et al., 195).

Probabilities of gene origin show that very
few ancestors contribute the major part of the
gene pool of the population under study

N"rtff,
t-l

f".rrf q?
LI
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(Iable 4). Accordingly, the three criteria
derived from the probabilities of gene origin
provided very low results (Iable 5).

Results were not very different across
breeds and did not reflect at all the
population size (lable 2). They were very
low, indicating that all French dairy breeds
could be considered as genetically small
populations.

The effective number of founders (fr)
measures how the balance in founder
contributions is maintained across
generations. It accounts for selection tate (i.e.
the probability of being a parent or not) and
for the variation in family size, but it neglects
the probability of gene loss from parent to
progeny. The effective number of ancestors
(/o) accouns for bottlenecks in the pedigree,
which is &e major cause of gene loss in the
dairy populations. Consequently f is always
less than or equal tof, Finally, the effective
number of founder genomes (N") measures
how many founder genes have been
maintained in the population for a given
locus, and how balanced their frequencv is. It
accounts for all causes of gene ibss during
segregations and, consequently, provides a
smaller number than /, and /. For a detailed
discussion, see Boichard et al. (1995).

Conclusion

Whereas effective size reflects very long term
trends, parameters derived from probability
of Bene origin are very useful for describing
a population structure after a small number of
generatiofls. They caa detect recent changes in
breeding shategy, before their consequences
appear in temr of inbreeding. From that point
of view, they are very well suited to dairy
caftle populations. Moreover, these
parasEters are less affected than effective size
by incomplete pedigree information.

The ruin condusion of this study is that,
from a genetic point of view, dairy cattle are
very small populations. Selection of very few
bull sires and wide spreading of elite
gerrrplasm concmhate gme origins on a few
families. Moreover, s€lection of bull dams

mostly on pedigree information and Animal
Model-BLUP evaluation enhance this
phenomenon. As a consequence, the
maintenance of genetic variability in these
intensively selected populations may be
questioned. Several theoretical studies
showed the interest for the middle run of
some changes on the weight given to family
inforrration in selection criteria or on
management policie+ in comparison of
curr€nt practices (see for example Verrier et
al,, 7993). Extensive studies on realistic
situations are required to deck some simple
modifications of current selection programeE
which could lead to both genetic gains still
compatible with short-term objectives and
maintenance of genetic variability on the
middle run.
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Table 4, Contribution to the gene pool of the maior ancestors

Breed Most important
ancestor (o/o)

5 most important
ancestors (%)

Nr ancestors explaining
50% of the genes

Abondance
PRP
Brcwn Swiss
Tarentaise
Simmmtal
Montb6liarde
Normande
Holstein

9.60
5.87

11.89
75.92
10.59
8.29
9.72
9.81

40.85
n.792

34.89
u.0
33.09
8.04
28.U
28.U

8
J

11

7
74

20
17
D

Table 5. Criteria derived from probabilities of gene origin (see text for a detailed definition)

Breed fe fa Ns (t)

Abondance
PRP
Brown Swiss
Tarentaise
Simmental
Montb€liarde
Normande
Holstein

69
96
84
50

24.4
35.8
21.6
30.4

64
28
1.,

JJ
t\t
40

77.3
49.6
193

75
146
132
140

(1) mean of 100 replicates, standard deviation = 1.3 to 3.9 according to breed
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Figure 1. Proportion of known ancestors per generation and breed.
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Total Nr of
animals

Total Nr of
founders

Nr of Females
bom in 1988-191

Abondance
PRP
Brown Swiss
Tar€ntaise
Simmental
Montb€liarde
Normande
Holstein

706,520
702,270
915m
8,320

121,239
1,664,n6
2p38,n5

11,180346

6,tw
5,U2
5,297
2,942
7,ffi4

722,987
138,297
802,289

12345
p,n2
13fs5
5,877
LJ,r"/

331,600
358,900

2376371

Table 2. Characterization of the pedigree information of females bom in 1988-191

Average Nr
of ancestors

Maximum Nr of
generations traced

Nr of complete
generation€quivalent traced

Abondance
PRP
Brown Swiss
Tarentaise
Simmental
MontMliarde
Normande
Holstein

62.4
22.9
f,v.J
45.8
35.6
79.4

l5v.J
98.5

11

18
72
IJ
t4
16

17

3.83
2.82
4.M
3.78
3.47
4.79
5.02
4.75

Table 3. lnbreeding trends in the last generation and effective size of the 8 breeds

Brced lnbreeding trend (o/" / generation) Effective size (N.)

Abondance
PRP
Brown Swiss
Tarentaise
Simmental
Montbdliarde
Normande
Holstein

0.47
0.02(1)
0.90
183
0.24
0.40
r.07
i.09

106
2500

56
27

208
725
47
46

(l)result probably meaninless because of very incomplete pedigree information.
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95:1 and the test run 95:1* were essentially
zero at 0.1, 0.01 and O.ffi for milk, fat ani
protein yield respectively. The standard
deviations of the differences were very srnall
at 8 kg milk, 0.32 kg fat and 0.22 kg protein.

A closer examination of individual bulls
showed that 41 bulls had a significant dunge
based on size of change and reliability in their
evaluation as a result of the introduction of
the management group strucfure.

A total of 15 bulls had a drange in milk
Predicted Transmitting Ability (PIA) of
greater than100 kg. Seven of these bulls were
UK registered, which bmefited due to
reduced competition from imported
contemporaries.

Table 1 shows the effect on several high
profile foreign bulls. The largest reduction
was BLACKSTAR at -137 ke milk, followed
by MICHAEL at -118 kg m-iit. SUXnry nOy
and SEXATION are exa:nples of bulls which
showed an increase in Predicted Transmitting
Abifity (PIA). The changes resulted in a re-
ranking of a few bulls in the top list.
BLACKSTAR's ranking for the UK pIN value
changed from 6th (PIN=94) to 23rd (PIN=79).
MICHAEL changed from 3rd (PIN=100) to
llth (PIN=85). The revised evaluations for
these bulls were closer to their converted UK
PTA equivalents. The converted and test
PTAs for BLACKSTAR were as follows:

management and yield deviations for
imported daughters in the test run compared
with the official run. h addition there was an
increase in managemmt and yield deviations
for home bred daughters of these b rlls
accounting for the increase in their proofs.

Compaison of lanuary Olficial (95:7) and
luly Olficial (95:2) Eoaluations

The average difference for matching bulls
between the official runs of 95:1 and 95:2,
which induded the new Eranagement
grouping procedure were snrall at -1 kg milk,
4.3 kg fat and -0.2 kg protein with standard
deviatiors of 20, 0.9 and 0.6 respectively. This
was similar to the difference reported for the
test run,

Table 3 shows the average differences for
bulls between the 95:2 PTAs and 95:1 PTAs,
broken down by country of origin. The
figures, in brackets, indicate the standard
deviation of the difference. The analysis
includes all bulls with reliability greater tfian
80%. The higher restriction was introduced to
eliminate bulls with a nomul and expected'
increase in daughter: and therefore, pot€ntial
large drange in evaluation.

In practice, there was little overall change
for UK registered Holstein Friesians. ln
geneml, for most foreign imports, most
changes were within * 100 kg milk. The main
interest was the greater changes in bulls from
the USA with five having a drange in excess
of 180 kg. At the same time, five other USA
bulls had changes in the category 14G180 kg
milk. Overall, the changes were very much in
line with normal expectation except for a
greater effect on the USA tlnn any other
country. This was not unexpected since the
majority of imports have come from the USA.

In order to look at the effect on cows, a
comparison was rnade of cows with a foreign
dam on both the 95:2 and 95:1 files. A total bf
8/67 cows matched when the two files were
compared. The overall mean drange was
small at -7.5 kg milk, -0.8 kg faL -0.03 kg
protein, -0.01 fat % and 0.00 protein %. The
standard deviaHon of the difference was
considerably wider than nomrally found. For

BLACK.
STAR

Official (95:1)
Converted
Test PTA

Protein
ko

Jhg br,ll< with large reductions in their
PTAS in the test run showed a large reduction
in average management and yield deviations
for imported daughters compared with the
official run fiable 2). This indicated that the
mean perforrunce of the imported daughters
within herds for these bulls were higher than
home bred daughters and the separate
grouping removed any advantage exclusive to
imports as a result of preferential treatsnent.
However the bulls with increases in their
PTAs, showed little reduction in the average

Fat
kg

24.2
L/.O
21.7

REL
"/"

YJ
84
VJ

Mitk
kg

1020
799
883
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